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Abstract 

 

In The Copywrights: Intellectual Property and the Literary Imagination Paul Saint-Amour 

writes: “… in any ‘progressive’ teleological model of history, once-viable alternatives are first 

stigmatized as dead ends or nearly avoided perils and subsequently buried by the dominant 

discourse.” His remarks address the Royal Commission on Copyright (1876-1878) but apply to 

contemporary discussions concerning exceptions to copyright. In the eyes of many copyright 

holders, copyright is only about rights of control; any dilution of that control is eyed with 

suspicion and is to be avoided at all costs. Overlaying this ideological stance is the profusion of 

global and bilateral trade agreements that increase the scope of rights. As a consequence, 

exercising a legitimate exception seems to be, at best, a pipe-dream, at worst, a radical idea not 

grounded in reality. 

 

Yet two countries are taking steps to reinvigorate an existing exception by heightened emphasis 

upon fairness of use. Such fairness relies upon flexibility while examining unauthorized uses of 

copyrighted material. This paper examines the introduction of the dialogue surrounding fairness 

in Canada and Israel, set against the dialogue that preceded fair use’s entry into American law in 

the late 20
th

 century. A snapshot of recent Israeli and Canadian case history gives some 

indication of the progress of each country towards a robust discussion of fairness and productive 

use of their exception. Other countries may or may not have the necessary autonomy, political 

will, or guidance of their courts, to consider a flexible approach towards exceptions, but for 

exceptions to remain a viable option within the system of copyright exceptions cannot merely be 

words on paper. To this end, Canadian and Israeli developments are worthy of staying above the 

dominant discourse. 
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